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What does the PWS Group hope to achieve?
❑Support for members who are looking to setup a weather station
❑Help members analyse the readings from their weather stations
❑Help members create their own weather station hardware and
software
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Support for Setting Up a Weather Station
Provide information that:
❑ allows members to decide what they are looking for (capability,
cost, internet access, etc).
❑ indicates the advantages and disadvantages of particular
mounting methods and locations in a domestic setting.
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Support for Setting Up a Weather Station
Provide information that:
❑ assists setting up the weather station to record readings and/or
upload them to the Internet
❑Indicates what types of maintenance is required to keep the
weather station operating correctly.
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Support for Setting Up a Weather Station
• The requirement was to install the soil moisture
sensor in a garden bed located at the rear of the
property. The sensor location is about 30 metres
away from the soil moisture sensor which
transmits on a frequency of 433 MHz.

• At about 30 metres from the
weather station console, the
sensor was too far away for the
console to receive the readings.
• A bit of analysis determined that
the cause of the problem was that
the antenna is not the optimum
size for the frequency and that it
was too low to the ground.
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• Experimentation showed that
wrapping a wire around the
sensor and raising the other end
increased the signal strength, and
it now works.

Help Analyse Weather Station Readings
❑ How to use local and on-line tools to analyse weather station
readings
❑Help analyse readings to detect and correct faults and/or
calibration issues.
❑ Find and understand local weather patterns and local weather
events such as the passage of a front from the weather station
readings.
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Help Analyse Weather Station Readings
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Create Weather Station Hardware and Software
❑ Build and/or extend existing weather stations using inexpensive
sensors and small computers such as the Arduino and Raspberry Pi.
❑ Develop new sensors to add to standard weather stations.
❑ Develop and use analysis software to extract additional
information from weather station readings.

❑ Support members gain the necessary knowledge & experience.
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Weather Station Hardware
• Use a video camera to
enhance your weather
observations.
• Determine the amount and
type of cloud cover before,
during and after local
weather events.

• Learn how it is possible to detect clouds (even
during the dark of night) and get an indication
of the wind directions at upper levels using
time lapse recordings.
• Can you see the star in this image? On a clear
night, you can see the stars rotate around the
South Celestial Pole. Hint: Look between the
middle and top on the left side.
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Weather Station Hardware
The DS18B20 Digital Thermometer provides 9 to 12-bit (configurable)
temperature readings which indicate the temperature of the device.
Because each DS18B20 contains a unique silicon serial number, multiple
DS18B20s can exist on the same 1-Wire bus. This allows for placing
temperature sensors in many different places. Applications where this feature
is useful include sensing temperatures inside buildings, equipment or
machinery, and process monitoring and control.
This sensor is best suited for conditions where its waterproof construction
with a long lead can be best utilised. An example of this is for a ground
thermometer where the temperature down to a metre below ground level can
be easily measured. This can be useful for determining when planting should
commence in the Spring.
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Weather Station Hardware
• The waterproof construction means that it can
be sunk into the ground without conc erns
about water getting to the sensor and
destroying it.
• It is possible to use a garden house to do
hydraulic digging, making it ease to sink your
thermometers into the soil. However, this relies
on having soil done the maximum depth to
which you want to sink the sensor.

• The waterproof sensor can also be used to
measure the temperatures in water, such as a
swimming pool.
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Weather Station Hardware
The Pantech HP2550 weather station can connect to the Ecowitt WH0290 Air Quality monitor
and provides a measurement of the PM2.5 (2.5 micron or less) particles. These are the
particles that are able to penetrate deep into the tissues of the lung and potentially cause
serious damage. These particles gain prominence during the recent bush fires when Sydney
became the capital with one of the highest levels of air pollution in the world.
If you are interested in measuring this sort of air pollution, but do not have a weather station
that can connect with this sort of monitor, it is possible to use the Nova PM2.5 Sensor to get
the same sort of readings.

Although it is hard to get a calibration source, the WH0290 sensor can provide a comparison
for home built sensors.
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Air Quality Project
• The South Australian Environmental Protection
Authority (EPA) has expressed an interest in Air
Quality Sensors (air particle and gas detectors)
data from members of the AMetA.
• Designing, building, testing, calibrating and
installing air quality sensors is a project that will be
undertaken by the AMetA Personal Weather
Station Group.
• This project is in its early stages, but a successful
project would be a significant Citizen Science
achievement that would benefit the whole
community.
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Weather Station Hardware – Power & Comms
• Initial projects will use cabled connections such as USB or Ethernet as power can be easily
delivered along cables, rather than worrying about keeping power consumption very low,
batteries or solar panels.
• USB cables can be extended to well over 10 metres to provide power and communications
to an Arduino. Power-Over-Ethernet can provide power to a Raspberry Pi or Sky Camera via
an ordinary Ethernet cable.
• Where power is available, WiFi or LoRa can be used to provide wireless communication.
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Create Weather Station Software
• Develop your computer skills using example software to allow
you to:
• Use and Program a simple computer like the Arduino.

• Use and program a full computer in a small package like
the Raspberry Pi running Linux.
• Use Qt development environment to make programs that
can be built to run on Linux, Windows, macOS, Android
and other operating systems with no or minor changes.
• Use a Relation Database such as the MySQL database to
store and analyse your weather readings.
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Create Weather Station Software
#ifdef INCLUDE_DHT11_TEMP_HUMIDITY
// Send the Temperature & Humidity, If Enabled
if ( report_flags & (1 << TEMP_HUM_BIT) )
{
float temperature;
float humidity;

• The groundweather Arduino software provides a
framework where sensors can be easily added.
• The program outputs the sensor readings a text
string that is part of a sensor reading frame.

if ((dht11.read2(&temperature, &humidity, NULL)) !=
SimpleDHTErrSuccess)
{
temperature = -127;
humidity = -127;
}
Serial.print( "<H|" ); Serial.print( temperature ); Serial.print( ',’ );
Serial.print( humidity ); Serial.println( '>' );
}
#endif
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• The text string makes it easy to debug the
program by using a terminal program that uses a
USB port to connect to the Arduino.
• The use of a text interface also makes it easy to
decode the message without worrying about the
whether the computer is little-endian or bigendian.

Create Weather Station Software
• Develop graphical programs that
can be run on Windows, Linux
and Mac computers using a
powerful Integrated development
Environment (IDE) – Qt 11Creator.
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Create Weather Station Software

• Use tools like Doxygen, Dia and
UML to document your programs
so that (1) you can understand
what you did when you comes
back to make modifications, and
(2) others can understand what
you did.
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Create Weather Station Software
• The documentation from the previous page was
created by simply commenting the code using a
standard format.
• The formatting of the documentation for the
Internet or a printed document is all done by the
program doxygen. It also creates all of the graphs
that show the relationship between the objects
in the program.
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Create Weather Station Software
• Get access to stored weather station readings that are not available on sites like WOW or WU, such as internal
temperature and humidity, additional sensors like additional temp/humidity sensors, ground moisture and air quality
measurements.

• Use the data stored in a MySQL database to compare your readings to other local personal weather stations, or compare
your system to BOM stations to see if your weather station is operating correctly.
• Receive an email if your weather station stops reporting or starts missing readings, etc.
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Create Weather Station Software
• The SQL query above asks for the average and standard deviation of the difference between my air temperature reading
and the air temperature reading of the BOM station at Parafield Airport (about 1.5km away) where both readings were
taken at the same time.

• On face value, an average difference between my weather station and the Parafield site is 0.007°, which seems fantastic,
but is it really that good? We need to look at the standard deviation to get a more complete assessment.
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Create Weather Station Software
• Both sets of readings have the same average value, but clearly the red set are
always closer to the reading than the blue set. That is, the blue set will have a
greater standard deviation than the red set.
• Without delving into statistics, the standard deviation is that value of variation
of reading where 63% of the readings have less than that value of variation.
• So from the example, 63% of the readings have a variation of ±0.48 degrees or
less. To see if that is good, we need to look at the readings. First, they are
rounded to 0.1° resolution, so even if the two readings are ±0.05° degrees of
each other, it can show as a error of ±0.1 degree. Secondly, the thermometers
are mounted in different types of location and geographically separated, so
small variations in temperature can be expected simply by how long it takes a
packet of air to travel the 1.5km between Parafield airport and this site.
• It is reasonable to conclude that my temperature sensor is functioning
correctly, but continued monitoring will show any drift or errors that occur.

Create Weather Station Software

Create Weather Station Software
• Free access can be provided to current AMetA
members to the database running on the Brigadoon
site to record the readings from their weather station
(commercial or home made).
• Members can develop software to analyse and/or
display their results and run it on the website.
• This is not a paid service, so there are no service
guarantees, relating to either availability or storage.

Create Weather Station Software
HTTP Get Message Example
http://node.receiving.messages/weatherstation/updateweatherstation.php?ID=username&PASSWORD=password&intemp=22.4&outtemp=
15.1&dewpoint=5.6&windchill=15.1&inhumi=44&
outhumi=53&windspeed=4.1&windgust=5.5&winddir=301&absbaro=1018.2&relbaro=1022.1&
rainrate=0.0&dailyrain=0.0&weeklyrain=0.0&monthlyrain=0.0&yearlyrain=0.0&light=0.0&UV=0&
dateutc=2019-12-10%2013:28:47&softwaretype=HP1000%20V2.3.1& action=updateraw&realtime=1&rtfreq=5

HTTP Post Message Example
{"PASSKEY":"XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX","stationtype":"EasyWeatherV1.4.4","dateutc":"2020-02-23 23:14:11",
"tempinf":"74.8","humidityin":"43","baromrelin":"30.021","baromabsin":"29.983","tempf":"80.1","humidity":"31","winddir":"223",
"winddir_avg10m":"180","windspeedmph":"1.1","windspdmph_avg10m":"0.7","windgustmph":"2.2","maxdailygust":"10.3",
"rainratein":"0.000","eventrainin":"0.000","hourlyrainin":"0.000","dailyrainin":"0.000","weeklyrainin":"0.000","monthlyrainin":"0.571",
"yearlyrainin":"2.614","solarradiation":"580.36","uv":"5","temp1f":"77.0","humidity1":"40","temp2f":"79.3","humidity2":"41",
"temp3f":"74.3","humidity3":"45","soilmoisture5":"40","soilmoisture6":"51","pm25_ch1":"14.0","pm25_avg_24h_ch1":"14.0",
"wh65batt":"0","wh25batt":"0","batt1":"0","batt2":"0","batt3":"0","Siolbatt5":"1.7","Siolbatt6":"1.7","pm25batt1":"4","freq":"433M",
"model":"HP2550_Pro_V1.5.6"}

Create Weather Station Software
# Extract Readings from the Parameters passed in POST
$readings = json_decode( $parameters, true );
if ( $readings['stationtype'] != '' )
{
$software_type = $readings['stationtype'];
}
[…]
# Insert the Observation Into the database
$statement = $connection->prepare( $insert_query );
$statement->execute();
$connection->commit();

Create Weather Station Software
• Understand the possible restrictions and traps when using freely available software libraries and development tools
by understanding the basics of common software and documentation licences.
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Space Weather Projects
WHAT IS “SPACE WEATHER”? The environmental conditions caused primarily by plasma and radiation from the Sun and

WHO MONITORS
“SPACE WEATHER”
IN AUSTRALIA?
CAN I MONITOR
“SPACE WEATHER”?

their interaction with the Earth. An AMetA presentation on Space Weather can be found
on the Brigadoon website. See handout for the web address. Links will be emailed to
members.
The Bureau Of Meteorology is the government organisation responsible for monitoring
space weather in Australia, but other organisations such as Defence, Universities and
others are involved in space weather for their own purposes.
The easiest way to monitor space weather is to look for
Sudden Ionospheric Disturbances. Stanford University runs a
SID program to detect solar flares and other ionospheric
disturbances and provides a lot of information about building
a monitoring system.

It is also possible to monitor the Earth’s Magnetic Field for
disturbances caused by space weather originating from the
Sun.

WHAT DO YOU WANT?
• As you have seen, there is a wide range of activities that are encompassed by Personal Weather Stations. It is unlikely
that every one has an interest is all of the possible topics, or the experience to do all of the topics of interest.
• As a result, the AMetA needs to understand the interests of its members and potential members, so that it can focus
on the areas of interest, while still touching on other areas that may become of interest to members.
• So, it’s over to YOU to say what you are looking for? Do you want help getting started? Do you have a project that you
need help to implement? Are you interested, but don’t know what you don’t know?
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Future Meetings
• Monthly meetings are held by the AMetA at this location. Even month meetings (February, April, June, August,
October) deal with general meteorology topics, while odd numbered month meetings (March, May, July, September,
November) will deal with personal weather stations.
• This venue is not suitable for running practical sessions. As a result, practical meetings will be held weekly at the City
of Port Adelaide Enfield Council Parks Library in conjunction with their Arduino Basics for Adults Drop-In Session.
Alternate times/venues will be considered based on member preferences.
• AMetA specific material will be distributed via a mailing list and members-only areas on the web. Please ensure that
you provide a valid email address as part of your membership details.
• Alternate workshops will be arranged from time to time for members who are engaged in Association projects.
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ANY QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS?
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